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This book is one of a series of 70 released to celebrate the 70th anniversary of Penguin Books. The 

two short-stories are reprinted from their initial publications in Granta and The New Yorker, with the 

addition of an introduction by Smith.  

 

In her introduction, Smith notes that she is more usually associated with the novel rather than the 

short story, remarking that her early attempts at the form went on to become the beginnings of novels, 

finished or otherwise. She also identifies a sub-genre, the ‘long story’, which, she argues, ‘are not just 

novels abandoned halfway through’. The stories here are the results seven months spent concentrating 

on the genre, and attempting to cultivate an English short-story style: ‘emotionally satisfying, 

character driven … but with the kind of formal polish and control that American stories often 

possess.’ Her great discovery as a short-story writer is that characters, ‘free from the symbolic 

architecture of novel writing’ are able to ‘hang around a while, just being themselves’.  

 

Of the two stories, ‘Hanwell in Hell’ is the more emotionally satisfying. The narrator, Clive Black, 

recounts his one encounter with Hanwell to Hanwell’s daughter. The story does, indeed, avoid using 

the characters to symbolise grand themes in the way Smith’s novels do. Instead, a tiny detail, colour-

blind Hanwell’s accidental painting of his daughters’ bedroom ‘hellish deep red’, symbolises the 

human tragedy of both characters, separation from their families. This detail is perfectly placed and 

weighted within the narrative, giving it a genuine poignancy.  

 

The other story, ‘Martha, Martha’ is less successful. It too recounts a sole encounter between two 

characters: Pam Roberts, an American realtor and Martha Penk, an English-Nigerian looking for a 

house to rent in Massachusetts. Like Hanwell and Clive Black, Martha is separated from her family. 

The sense of displacement is exacerbated by her American exile. The story, however, proves to be 

emotionally unsatisfying. Martha’s loneliness is represented by a photo of her young son and his 

father with a message on the back. This unoriginal image is less emotionally affecting than Hanwell’s 

decorating failure. Ultimately, the story is limp and unsatisfying.  

 

It is difficult to agree entirely with Smith’s assertion that these characters have more space to be 

themselves than they would in a novel – writers such as Jim Crace and Roddy Doyle use small-scale 

detail to portray characters for characters’ sake – Hanwell, Clive, and Martha do, however, have more 

breathing space than they would in a Zadie Smith novel. Smith finishes her introduction with the 

claim that she is ‘still not really a short-story writer’. This is probably true: her great strength as a 

novelist is her use of characters who represent epic themes, while being amusing and entertaining in 

their own right; the most successful characters in these stories are only affecting diversions.  


